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00:14:14 Sienna: Hi all - Sienna from The Australia Institute here, joining from Ngunnawal 

country. Thanks for joining us today. Looking forward to a great webinar! 

 

A little reminder, the chat has options for ‘hosts and panellists or ‘everyone’. Choose the latter 

option to participate in the chat with everyone.   

 

Also, use the Q&A function to submit questions for the panel to answer live! 

00:19:27 IAN JACKSON: Will the Senator's Bill have force in relation to State projects that 

don't come under federal law? 

00:20:03 Rudolf (Rudy) Blums: Hallo from Belgrave, Wurudjeri country 

00:20:21 Karen Jones: good question Ian - put it in the Q&A tab so it can get answered      

00:20:59 Graeme Tychsen: Hello from uninvited guest of non-concedable, that is, 

custodial Awabakal sovereignty, of the lower Hunter Valley. 

00:21:00 Rudolf (Rudy) Blums: “A stich in time saves more in time”?. 

00:21:12 sheila pollard: Hi, from Melbourne 

00:21:36 Murray SAYLE: Hello from the Dharug people stolen lands 

00:21:42 Graeme Tychsen: Rigorous is never enforced such assurances are laughable. 

00:22:23 Noel Clothier: Hello everyone, Noel Clothier. 

00:22:42 Elizabeth Robinson: Self-reporting at all levels of government doesn't equal 

'rigorous'! 

00:23:03 Graeme Tychsen: Elizabeth it certainly doesn't 

00:23:19 Murray SAYLE: Fossil Fuel Subsidies should be removed 

00:23:42 Lorraine Bull: This bill would force fossil fuel companies to build carbon costs into 

their project analysis. 

00:24:31 Jenny Goldie: The State of Environment report said that population growth had 

'very high impact' on biodiversity. A lot of this is loss of habitat through urban expansion or 

deforestation to grow more food. While the Climate Trigger is excellent and to be commended, we 

need some means of stopping habitat loss. Curtailing population growth would go a long way 

towards this. 

00:25:24 Tyrone D'lisle: can we actually talk about the climate trigger? Dive into it, what will 

it actually achieve, what impacts could it have on the transition which requires big mining and 

energy projects that have environmental and climate impacts. 

00:25:39 Karen Jones: this key point Ricky needs to get out into the wider media narrative 

00:26:12 Graeme Tychsen: There is never the right narrative in the wider media. 

00:26:23 Christine Carlisle: Can I refer to the Living Wonders intervention 

https://livingwonders.org.au.    The Environment Council of Central Queensland with our lawyers at 
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Environmental Justice Australia have put in a reconsideration request to the environment minister 

regarding 19 new coal and gas proposals, asking that clime change impacts on all the Matters of 

National Environmental Significance,  is considered. 

00:26:29 Murray SAYLE: 43% emissions reduction plan is paying lip service to the fossil fuel 

industry and is not enough to save the planet. ALP lies in the Pacific as the water levels are getting 

higher and higher. 

00:26:41 David Robertson: Hon Kate Cheney in her maiden speech quoted James 

Lovelock-“ population growth and climate change are two sides of the same coin”. 

00:27:30 Tyrone D'lisle: is this the beetaloo webinar or the Climate Trigger webinar? 

00:27:30 K.C. Boey: Good morning from the Wurundjeri peoples of the Kulin nation, 

whose lands have been scarred by settlement, whose efficacy in stewardship of the land has been 

subsumed. Yet they remain marginalised in being brought into the conversation on preservation of 

the land. 

00:27:35 Graeme Tychsen: Not quite David the per capita power use has soared and is 

still so since wwii 

00:27:40 Leon Bounnhong: Hello from Logan, the Yugambeh and Jaggera country. 

00:27:41 Karen Jones: origin pulling out is totally specious - they simply sold it off to 

another company, whi will then sell the gas to Origin!! 

00:27:53 Judith Gamper: Hello from Judith on Ngunawal/Ngambri Country. Great to see/hear 

you all. Has anyone seen another potential breakthrough to "renewables" - flower turbines. I am 

disgusted at the coal/gas that is STILL being subsidized. 

00:28:28 Vivien Langford: Can you distinguish between our exports and the emissions 

that will flow from their burning AND our domestic emissions. 43% cut will not affect the much 

greater problem of phasing out our FF exports 

00:28:53 R Ob: But Origin ceasing investing in Beetaloo means it is a dud investment doesn't 

it? 

00:28:59 Graeme Tychsen: Double whammy cannot be stressed enough. 

00:29:16 Oliver Garden: ya/hello from lutruwita, the stolen and Sovereign lands of palawa 

00:29:31 Nya Murray: This conversation is like UK/Europe of 10 years ago.  Perhaps 

Senator, take the moral high ground and accuse the government of climate crime and environmental 

vandalism.  There is not time left for niceties. 

00:30:07 Graeme Tychsen: Nya that is true true true 

00:30:23 Graeme McLeay: Graeme McLeay on Kaurna Country. Beetaloo gas is a huge 

health problem for multiple reasons https://johnmenadue.com/beetaloo-shows-its-time-to-

resurrect-health-impact-assessments-and-save-lives/ 

00:30:32 Graeme Tychsen: There have been 30 years of niceties. 

00:31:23 Sienna: Thank you all for the Q&A questions, a reminder you can up vote questions 

so they are more likely to get asked! 
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00:31:30 Judith Gamper: Yes, Graeme much to loss to our country and the planet. 

00:31:34 Elizabeth Bie: A concern that the panel just referred to 2 crises - Climate and 

Environment - they are one in the same and if we keep treating aspects of the environment as 

separate we will perpetutae the problem. They are inextricably linked. 

00:32:31 Nya Murray: Australia is the last bastion of Oil, Coal and Gas, with a quiescent 

public.  And I suspect a government who are out-of-date and out-of-step with the rest of the world.  

I hope that the next UNFCCC conference this year comes out with a mandatory high price on 

emissions, scope 1, scope2 and scope3. 

00:32:32 Karen Jones: yes Graeme McLeay - the health problems is a key factor that should 

be emphasised in the narratives to shift the public on social licence 

00:32:34 Helen Hutchinson: the safeguard mechanism relies on offsets which are NOT 

reducing carbon emissions now which is when we need it to happen 

00:33:19 Murray SAYLE: https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/resources/submission-to-the-

safeguard-mechanism-review/ 

00:33:46 Nya Murray: Support for a global price on carbon, with a price at over $100 per 

tonne is really our only hope for effective action that sidelines the greenwashers 

00:34:06 Graeme Tychsen: Nya great practical point. 

00:34:20 Graeme Tychsen: Only hope. 

00:34:54 Jock Churchman: The climate trigger sounds eminently sensible. Will it be 

resisted because of the donations that FF companies give to both Labor and Liberal? 

00:35:16 Nya Murray: The corporate sector is gaming sustainability internationally,, 

cheating on carbon offsets. The point is that we require rigorous data to prove emissions reduction. 

00:35:36 Tyrone D'lisle: you keep saying climate trigger but you're not discussing what it 

actually is and what impacts it will have both positive and negative. 

00:35:43 Nya Murray: Thanks for your support Graeme, I spend a lot of time in Europe 

00:35:50 Graeme McLeay: Graeme McLeay to panel—will Australia sign the Methane 

Pledge? 

00:36:21 Vivien Langford: I agree please spell out how it will work, We have a water 

trigger and a biodiversity triggers but the destruction goes on. 

00:36:47 Murray SAYLE: Methane is from Coal Mines and Fracking gas 

00:36:57 Tyrone D'lisle: we know climate change is here. you don't need to convince us. 

please just talk about the technical aspects of the trigger. 

00:37:19 Graeme Tychsen: First Nations peoples across the continent are raising the 

point of unbearable raised temperatures. 

00:37:54 Nya Murray: Australia increasingly lives in a bubble.  Action has to be aligned with 

the international community, where climate action is much more advanced.  Australia could lend it's 
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support to global actions to walk the walk, starting with fossil fuel production and a price at source 

on digging up oil, coal and gas. That is the only way to stop the mining sector from killing the planet. 

00:37:57 Graeme Tychsen: Oh oh oh biodiversity loss we are a pariah. 

00:38:38 Brent: What is the trigger about? 

00:38:51 Greig Ebeling: The question of whether we should use a trigger to ban export fossil 

fuels is this:  The impact of climate change, and the benefit provided by coal and gas in reducing 

poverty in the developing world.  Its a two edge sword.  Both issues are important. 

00:38:51 Jenny Goldie: Tyrone 

00:39:03 Jock Churchman: Graeme T: A bloody rich pariah 

00:39:09 Murray SAYLE: EU should play hard ball with the ALP weak targets. 

00:39:59 Graeme Tychsen: Australia is no longer the place I grew to know in the first 

half of my life. No longer mild and temperate south east but crazy. 

00:40:04 Nya Murray: Perhaps a strategy is an Australia wide social media campaign to 

show the deforestation in Tasmania and Queensland, the Great Barrier Reef destruction, the mining 

destruction of environment as well as killer carbon emissions - could be a Millenials project 

00:40:29 Nya Murray: The current government is only going to listen to the community. 

00:40:41 Jenny Goldie: Tyrone. There are various triggers under the Environmental 

Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act. This climate trigger is another way in which the 

Environment Minister can stop damaging projects. 

00:40:53 Tyrone D'lisle: 26 minutes in and only about 3 minutes talking about climate trigger 

and it wasn't even explained. 

00:41:11 Graeme Tychsen: NOAA warns there is no scope for any fossil expansion but 

all these projects are seeking approval here. 

00:41:23 Chris Knight: Thanks Sarah for organising this forum - it is so important that 

people have a chance to participate in these discussions to learn more about the issues and the 

practical actions that we can take. It is also really important to listen to the Pacific Leaders who are 

immediately impacted. Namaste Chris 

00:41:38 Murray SAYLE: No new gas or coal, stop the native timber industry to save the 

native animals. 

00:41:40 Sue Mills: Not just social media, also lots of tshirts, posters, graffiti telling 

what’s happening and what ppl can do 

00:41:48 Greig Ebeling: The trigger bill is actually very simple.  It says that if a project emits 

more than 100,000 tonnes of CO2 it must be banned. 

00:41:56 Jenny Goldie: Tyrone. It was explained but the EPBC Act wasn't mentioned. 

00:42:01 Di Wykes: Agree @Murray 

00:42:09 Noel Willis: yes - we need to have the Climate Trigger explained'. Hasn't 

happened yet...... 
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00:42:36 Tyrone D'lisle: no it wasn't properly explained. what are the pros and cons. could it 

delay projects needed for the Green transition? has this been considered. 

00:42:47 Greig Ebeling: If you don't know what the trigger is, just google it.  :) 

00:42:52 Danielle Ryan: How close are we to really doing and achieving real climate change 

policies? This is truly scary times. Our environment has gone to hell in a handbasket.  Yes please 

explain climate trigger in layman's terms. 

00:43:00 Sue Mills: They did explain the trigger. Zoom means you miss bits when typing 

etc 

00:43:04 Tyrone D'lisle: I want to hear Sarah explain what the Greens have and haven't 

considered when proposing this. 

00:43:11 Vivien Langford: https://www.3cr.org.au/climateaction/episode/dirty-truth-

about-green-optimism 

00:43:15 Tyrone D'lisle: can't just say climate trigger and then dust your hands 

00:43:16 Nya Murray: Australians have to be mobilised to support climate action.  That is 

the most effective action I can think of.  When the UK hosted the COP, everyone became very good 

at talking the talk, but still avoided walking the walk.  If hosting the COP would change Australian's 

attitudes, then good.  Let's not wait for that.  I do applaud the Climate Trigger and would dearly like 

to see it supported. 

00:43:49 Greig Ebeling: They are not going to debate the pros and cons of the trigger, this 

isn't a debate, it is only presenting one side of the argument. 

00:43:53 Nya Murray: Senator Hansen, what is your view on the level of support for your 

bill, is there any support from the cross-bench or the opposition 

00:43:55 Vanessa Mettam: Agree with @Noel 

00:43:59 Graeme Tychsen: Nature is our first ally as it is for all living things. 

00:44:20 Sue Mills: Yeah, walking the walk is the thing. 

00:44:29 Tyrone D'lisle: Grieg then what's the point of the webinar? it was pitched as 

explaining the climate trigger 

00:45:11 Sue Mills: @NW… good question, put it in the q&a box cos they’ll only read 

this chat later 

00:45:16 Alison Kempe: Does this also protect against inappropriate industrial renewables 

developments? There are many proposals in Qld that are on highly ecologically sensitive land, no 

State protections or controls, no national controls or planning. These developments have a huge 

footprint and fragment the country, roads are really wide. We need to stop burning fossil fuels 

urgently, but to further threaten biodiversity in the process doesn’t make sense! There needs to be a 

nation-wide mapping of land with respect to ecological value, cultural value and interaction with 

agricultural land. How are you considering this? 

00:45:26 Vivien Langford: Thank you for saying that Sarah. The renewable energy 

superpower idea is no good if it has disaterous environmental and human rights impacts. Copper in 
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SA Lithium in WA but much worse overseas eg LINAS in Malaysia for rare earth processing and 

radioactive wastehttps://www.3cr.org.au/climateaction/episode/australias-green-extractivism-and-

sacrifice-zones-abroad 

00:45:33 Jenny Goldie: Tyrone: Google EPBC triggers! 

00:45:36 Di Wykes: We need to stop considering nature as something separate to we 

humans. We are nature and need to stop …….ing in our homes and backyards. 

00:45:46 Karina Natt: You can read more about the climate trigger bill here: 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Bills_Legislation/Bills_Search_Results/Result?bId=

s1344 

00:46:34 Murray SAYLE: We are living a unsustainable lifestyle on a finite planet. LNP Climate 

Criminals Angas Taylor. 

00:46:36 Karen Jones: good question Alison - put it in the Q&A tab so it might get 

answered      

00:46:49 Tyrone D'lisle: yes we are Sarah but will this trigger delay the transition to 

renewables by adding a barrier to new resource projects that provide materials for solar, wind and 

batteries? 

00:47:50 David Robertson: Spot on Murray Sayle. We live on a fimite planet. 

00:47:52 Graeme Tychsen: The palpable muck from fossil is enough reason to bury it, 

00:47:53 Nya Murray: Talk is cheap, Senator, Twiggy Forrest and his industry are masters 

of disguising greenhouse gas pollution, and masters of shamming carbon offsets 

00:47:58 Jenny Goldie: Tyrone. I'm sure Tanya Plibersek can work it out. 

00:48:03 John Englart: Keep in mind Victoria has achieved 28% emissions reduction by 

2020 on 2005 levels, well ahead of schedule, could be on target for net zero by 2035, according to 

FoE. That is 1.5C target territory. States doing the hard work for Federal 43% target.  

https://www.melbournefoe.org.au/victoria_delivers_record_2020_emissions_cuts 

00:48:32 Tyrone D'lisle: Jenny, Tanya isn't proposing it, the Greens are and they need to 

explain it. 

00:48:33 Karina Natt: The trigger requires actions that would emit between 25,000 to 

100,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent scope 1 emissions in any one year to be assessed for 

approval under the EPBC Act by the Federal Minister. It also requires the minister to reject the 

approval of actions that would emit over 100,000 tonnes. 

00:48:34 Nya Murray: I would not be listening to the mining or energy industries for any 

advice on climate change. 

00:48:58 Udo Sarnow: Don't forget that the per capita CO2 emissions are twice as high as 

in Europe. So a 23% reduction is nothing. 

00:49:09 Jenny Goldie: Tyrone. If the Bill is passed, Tanya will implement it. 

00:49:10 Di Wykes: That's right @Nya. 
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00:49:26 Peter Halcomb: Hi Nya, I'm interested in the facts behind your accusation re TF.  

Genuine question from me. 

00:50:22 Jock Churchman: Let's stop talking about net zero. Our aim should be zero. 

Otherwise polluters can continue emitting provided the emissi9ns are balanced by their or someone 

else's positive removal of GHG's. 

00:50:25 Udo Sarnow: Because they know since 1978 that their business is warming the 

climate but insisted on the opposite. 

00:52:44 Murray SAYLE: Carbon tax, super tax on Fossil fuels profits, burning our grandkids 

future. 

00:54:13 Jock Churchman: We need a social revolution against consumerism. 

Technology alone won't do it. (Nor taxes) 

00:54:44 R Ob: A price on carbon price is not a tax.  It is putting a value on carbon dioxide so 

that it is included in the $ thinking and economics. 

00:54:44 Nya Murray: Panel, please do not reinvent putting a price on carbon.  The 

methodology for effective pricing has already been done in Europe with the ETS 

00:55:17 Graeme Tychsen: Yes Jock we need to live more frugally per capita power use 

and growing is extraordinary 

00:55:37 R Ob: Carbon prices have existed in some countries for 30 years. 

00:55:54 Vivien Langford: I don't think Sarah understands that green extractivism is 

the same as the old dirty extractivism unless you put in many more regulations around First Nations 

rights. Biodiversity rights and impacts on our water resources. Mining guzzles water. 

00:55:57 Hank Doll: We should expect the economy to keep growing and growing 

00:56:00 John Englart: The methodology for measuring methane needs urgent addressing. 

Australia under-reporting emissions by half according to IEA. 

00:56:02 Graeme Tychsen: And world emissions are still rising. 

00:56:05 Peter Havord: METHANESAT will launch next month 

00:56:07 Elizabeth Bie: Totally agree on your consumption comment Jock. Its at the heart of 

much of the problem. The communication on climate and environmnental issues rarely include this. 

00:57:25 Jock Churchman: Graeme, yes, live more frugally and reject economic growth. 

GDP is a useless measure of a society's success. 

00:57:44 Robin Gardner: and waste 

00:58:19 Jenny Goldie: … and stabilise population numbers. 

00:58:23 Graeme Tychsen: Robin today's growing mountains of waste - we do not know 

what we are doing. 

00:58:25 Jock Churchman: Thanks Elizabeth. Advertising brainwashes us. 
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00:58:34 Di Wykes: Agree @Jock. When we stopped putting a value on anything other 

than $$ things went downhill fast. 

00:58:40 John Englart: Methane a key gas. We need to move from talking methane 

emissions reduction to methane removal https://takvera.blogspot.com/2022/09/natural-gas-

methane-emissions-reduction.html 

00:59:13 Graeme Tychsen: Toxic atmosphere no room for methane. 

00:59:46 Sue Mills: Yes, consumerism is the problem because businesses have 

concentrated ONLY on profits, not on all the other rewarding things an independent income might 

allow you to have ( pride in product, good societal inputs etc) I think that ideology has shown its 

limitations and is changing but we do need a society actively “ being the change we want to see” 

01:00:47 Murray SAYLE: Open Cut Coal mines leak methane to the atmosphere. 

01:00:52 Greig Ebeling: OMG, SHy didn't answer the question about how banning expports 

will just nmmean that supply will come from elsewhere. 

01:01:27 Peter Havord: Fossil fuel project operators also need to pay for legacy emissions 

too 

01:01:41 Jeff Wilson: We allowed our car industry to die by withdrawing subsidies. Why 

not do the same with coal and gas? 

01:02:01 Hank Doll: Yes JW 

01:02:15 Claire Bettington: Fossil fuel subsidies are an abomination.  Most Fossil fuel 

companies pay few royalties, and all of them PAY NO TAX.  They're robber barons, the CEOs call us 

"Treasure Island". 

01:02:22 Di Wykes: There is a real problem with an economy that relies so heavily on 

the (increasing) consumption of goods. 

01:02:23 R Ob: If we stop selling coal other supplliers would love to sell theirs which 

produces the same result of pollution. 

01:02:27 Graeme Tychsen: And emissions worldwide are still rising. 

01:02:49 Di Wykes: Agree @Claire. 

01:02:55 Helen Hutchinson: Ritchie just dismissed that argument. 

01:03:10 Peter Havord: CO2 and methane emissions are rsing at an accelerating rate 

01:03:17 Sue Mills: GE..She said it’s a global problem, meaning we all have to work on it. 

Sanctions/ carbon price/ transition.. can’t stop others selling it but can stop using the excuse for our 

own bad behaviour 

01:03:40 Helen Hutchinson: @RO Ritchie just dismissed your argument 

01:04:15 Claire Bettington: Makes you think we are lazy AND stupid!!! 

01:04:17 Anne Roseby: The old saying - Just because you can does not mean it is the right 

thing to do. We all have ethics and morals, don't we??? 
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01:04:20 Jock Churchman: Sue, you are right. The counter-argument of course is that 

we need jobs. Most do, but I suggest a 'universal basic income' that is liveable enable those not 

fixated on money accumulation to do what they really want e.g. play music, act, write, paint, etc. 

You shouldn't have to do something you don't approve of or for a boss or corporation you don't like 

or support, just to get money to live. 

01:04:20 Peter Havord: Australia's first battery Gigafactory just opened at Tomago 

01:04:21 Greig Ebeling: SM, tere are no agreements for a global price on carbin. 

01:04:36 Linda Garwood: lithium mining requires huge amounts of water. Australia = dry 

nation 

01:05:04 Graeme Tychsen: Linda it shows how late things have been left. 

01:05:32 Danny Mansvelders: wish we could get electric bus manufacturing in SA given we 

do make buses here still already... 

01:05:34 Bea Molanus-Winkel: just finished The Big Switch by Soul Griffith. 

01:05:44 Greig Ebeling: Lithium (rare earths) mining and milling means lost of radioactive 

waste (thorium)  So much for renewables superpower? 

01:06:04 Jock Churchman: Claire, the non-tax payers need to be called out. No 

representation without taxation 

01:06:26 R Ob: The same exists with solar cells as with lithium batteries.  It is very late to 

begin as the process can not be created quickly.  We could make batteries but not from mine to car 

by ourselves as we can't do with silicon to cell. 

01:06:27 Tony Simons: Saul Griffith has plenty of soul! 

01:06:34 Bea Molanus-Winkel: He gives hope and makes it look so possible 

01:06:35 Graeme Tychsen: Jock but it is a question of political donations. 

01:06:53 Greig Ebeling: BM, I am an engineer, and Saul makes a lot of errors. 

01:06:53 Anne Roseby: Do Farmers really need any more subsidies? 

01:07:35 Di Wykes: Couldn't agree more @Tony. Saul's book The Big Switch is an 

absolute eye opener and such an easy read! 

01:07:39 Nicole Robinson: And build our regeneration workforce 

01:07:45 Hank Doll: Maybe the engineers have to start a discussion with Saul 

01:07:54 Vivien Langford: Radioactive Waste according to Dr Gavin Mudd… a big 

problem of above ground tailings dams . Will we forge ahead with dreams of being a superpower 

and leave yet another nightmare forn future generations. sarah talking now about restoration, but 

there are thousands of UNRESTORED mine sites in Australia just left leaking methane. 

01:07:59 R Ob: Thorium reactors are much safer ! (not advocating them) 

01:08:02 jane hearn: NSW biodiversity is lacking all credibility. Fraud. 
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01:08:03 Peter Halcomb: can't we walk and chew gum?  Sell coal [because us stopping doesn't 

help on it's own, just damage us] while using the royalties to build a hydrogen exports which would 

encourage others to stop using coal? Hopefully, with Australian Suoerannuation money, not 

foreigners taking the profits overseas and not paying any tax in Australia.  Stopping tax dodging 

business as usual. 

01:08:11 Greig Ebeling: I would be really happy to dbate Saul.  on this channel 

01:08:14 Di Wykes: Yes @Hank 

01:08:24 Graeme McLeay: Graeme M to SHY You are spot on Sarah 

01:08:26 Peter Halcomb: Superannuation :) 

01:08:34 Sue Mills: JC- yeah, and that means small businesses are supported, even that 

we have enough to set up our own small biz, whether creative or product selling… GE.. I know. There 

is a lot of work to be done, but many in intl govts have the will. Keep getting squashed by Corp-hive 

mind fearfulness. Or something.. but you know this is a big change to the way biz has conducted 

itself, need to help them be less fearful, more excited about doing better. Many are on board I think 

01:08:45 John Englart: The forgotten crisis is the plastics pollution crisis. Plastics growth 

seen as a growth area for Foddil Fuel majors. Microplastics are everywhere, and in all of us now. 

Plastics = embedded carbon, vector for other toxic chemicals adding to biodiversity crisis 

01:08:47 Claire Bettington: Hear! Hear! 

01:08:57 jane hearn: They resort to market mechanism because they are intimidated and 

it gets them out of the politics. 

01:09:00 Anne Roseby: The Gold Coast City Council has a Koala Habitat level in the Rates. 

They used it to extend the light rail system instead of saving trees 

01:09:11 Helen Hutchinson: Totally spot on Ritchie! 

01:09:21 Jenny Goldie: Anne 

01:09:29 Julie Grint: EPBC Act is a joke!! 

01:09:40 Peter Halcomb: AR / that's the Gold Coast for you. 

01:09:47 Julie Grint: We need an entirely new ACt 

01:09:49 Jenny Goldie: Anne. The light rail helped reduce emissions so not a waste. 

01:09:56 Peter Havord: Public servants are really political servants - work on the politicians - 

not their servants 

01:09:58 Jock Churchman: Greig, debate Saul if you wish, but avoid just nit picking. This 

issue goes well beyond that 

01:09:59 Julie Grint: A job for the crossbench. 

01:10:08 Hank Doll: Even if we were the only ones protecting our environment.  The 

result would be we would be the nicest area in the world. 
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01:10:19 Claire Bettington: In NSW the Biodiversity Conservation Act is a complete 

misnomer: It's really the Biodiversity Destruction Act.  Offsets are a DISASTER! 

01:10:23 Anne Roseby: The last swathe of habitat is predicted to be a Wave poll and golf 

course 

01:10:26 Greig Ebeling: JC, happy to go the whole hog on the debate.  Ready when AI is. 

01:10:56 CHRIS PILLIDGE: What impact will the Senator's Climate Trigger Bill have on projects 

like the proposed Hunter Gas Pipeline (which owned by Santos)? 

01:10:56 John Englart: Link to Climate Trigger bill Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Amendment (Climate Trigger) Bill 2022 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Environment_and_Communi

cations/ClimateTriggerBill2022 

01:11:09 Mike Aubrey: CB....how righ you are....toothless and no one takes any notice 

01:11:14 Sue Mills: JE.. yeah. One day govt will collect enough taxes to pay researchers 

to look at what we can do. In a perfect world some large plastics corps would have funded the 

research and be fixing the problem in good faith, all with its own profits and genuinely welcoming 

people checking its work. Ah, one day … 

01:11:30 Peter Havord: Legay emissions are still ignored by government 

01:11:31 Graeme Tychsen: There is no room for any expansion end of story per the 

warning. 

01:11:41 Anne Roseby: Jenny A Koala Habitat levy should be for saving trees. A LR extention 

should not be financed 

01:11:42 John Englart: Submissions on bill open to 13th October 

01:11:42 Sienna: Thanks to all for joining us today and for participating in a fascinating 

discussion! For details about upcoming webinars and to register head to 

https://australiainstitute.org.au/events/webinars/  

 

At the bottom of the page you can view our previous webinars in full if you missed any – including 

this one when it is uploaded soon. 

 

Thanks again for joining us – and enjoy the rest of your day! 

01:11:49 Tony Simons: Greens need to look at NSW. Barilaro looks likely he freelanced as a 

door opener while Deputy Premier. He spat the dummy over koals habitat clearing. 

01:11:50 R Ob: Put your $ where they do good and pull them from bad 

01:12:02 Murray SAYLE: CO²  417 ppm, Methane ppb 1909, N²O 335.4 ppb Oxygen trending 

down 

01:12:03 Michael Mardel: THANKS GUYS 

01:12:05 Tony Simons: Thanks for a great forum 
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01:12:06 Claire Bettington:

                                                                                                                

01:12:07 Christine Buschmann: thank you very much, great discussion 

01:12:11 John Watson: Thank you all !! 

01:12:12 Di Wykes: Thank you fabulous 

01:12:13 Graeme McLeay: Excellent discussion thank you 

01:12:14 Mary Stephens: Thanks all 

01:12:23 Jenny Goldie: Yes, thanks all! 

01:12:25 Helen Mitchard: thx 

01:12:25 Peter Mouatt:      

01:12:25 Sue Mills: Thankyou all                                                  

01:12:29 Helen Hutchinson: thanks all - great presentations 

01:12:41 Jock Churchman: Greens are keeping the bastards honest 

01:12:44 K.C. Boey: Thank you all 

01:12:45 jane hearn: thank you ! 

01:12:45 Mary Forbes: brilliant! thanks! 

01:12:47 Janine Cowie: Thanks! 

01:12:48 Mitch Hammet: Thank you very much. 

01:12:53 Danielle Ryan: very informative 


